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Henry H. McVey suggests that although overall portfolio risks are higher theseHenry H. McVey suggests that although overall portfolio risks are higher these

days, he believes there is still an attractive path forward for thoughtful investorsdays, he believes there is still an attractive path forward for thoughtful investors

who are willing to invest heavily behind big, large tail macro themes.who are willing to invest heavily behind big, large tail macro themes.
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How the Marines and the GI Bill Shaped My Career After Service
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5 Questions with an LGBT+ KKR Champion
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Celebrating Pride Month (/global-perspectives/kkr-blog/kkr-celebrates-pride-month)

Throughout the month of June, various KKR offices will be celebrating Pride Month with events and activities inside and outsideThroughout the month of June, various KKR offices will be celebrating Pride Month with events and activities inside and outside

the office. Follow along on KKR’s Twitter and LinkedIn pages to learn more.the office. Follow along on KKR’s Twitter and LinkedIn pages to learn more.

Laser Clinics Australia in The Australian Financial Review: KKR cash injection powers Laser Clinics' foreign foray
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ICYMI: KKR’s #HenryMcVey sat down with @BloombergTV’s @ErikSchatzker today to discuss bifurcation in the global mar…

https://t.co/nP3AI8sIlo
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Tune in to @BloombergTV today ~10:40am ET to watch KKR’s #HenryMcVey discuss his latest report with @ErikSchatzker

07/03/2019

Important piece on #LGBTQ rights by KKR's @MehlmanKen in @nytopinion  this week. READ: https://t.co/m7EHV4bCc2
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W/ all the geopolitical ‘noise’ swirling around, there is a growing propensity in the investment community to react…

https://t.co/NKU9CdHDo7
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